CARLISLE HIGHWAYS AND TRANSPORT WORKING GROUP
Meeting date:
From:

7 October 2021

Executive Director – Economy and Infrastructure

2021/22 FLOOD AND DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT UPDATE
REPORT REGARDING ENVIRONMENT AGENCY PHASE 1
FLOODWORK CHANGES TO TESCO ENTRANCE
1.0

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1

This report presents an overview of the work carried out by the
Environment Agency (EA) within the Carlisle Phase 1 Flood works at
Tesco Supermarket road junction on Warwick Road.

1.2

Details of the new flood gate arrangements and subsequent Stage 3
Safety Audit Report are provided in appendix 1 and 2.

2.0

STRATEGIC PLANNING AND EQUALITY IMPLICATIONS

2.1

There are no direct strategic planning or equality implications in the
report as the report is for information only.

3.0

RECOMMENDATION

3.1

That the HTWG recommend that the Local Committee note the details
provided in appendix 1 and 2.

3.2

That the HTWG recommend that the Local Committee note the
following:
There are no additional comments in the Appendices to bring to the attention
of Local Members. Any significant comments, changes and/or amendments
will be highlighted here in subsequent and future reports to the HTWG.

4.0

BACKGROUND
Flood and Development Management Team and Highways working with
Environment Agency on Carlisle Phase 1 flood protection works

4.1

The Flood and Development Management Team and Highways have been
working alongside the Environment Agency who are constructing Phase 1
flood defence works in Carlisle. Part of the works included an additional
flood gate defence at Tesco’s supermarket main entrance at the junction of
Warwick Road and Montgomery Way.

4.2

The location of the new flood gate defence is on the alignment of the
previous unofficial crossing point used sometimes in place of the official
pedestrian crossing points via the main traffic lights. See Appendix 1 for
details of the new flood gate location and alteration to the access into the
Tesco store.

4.3

The resulting changes required the EA to carryout a safety audit for the
construction changes they have made to the Tesco access. See Appendix 2
Stage 3 Safety Audit. They main recommendations within the report were
the following:
•

Appropriate ‘Look left’ and ‘Look right’ is installed at each crossing point.
o

•

Reason for signing is to improve safety of pedestrians across the
4 no uncontrolled crossing points.

Correction to tactile paving on eastern side
o Reason to prevent confusion for cyclists and pedestrians.
All subsequent recommendations from the stage 3 audit have now been
implemented

5.0

OPTIONS

5.1

Members can recommend that Local Committee note the report.

6.0

RESOURCE AND VALUE FOR MONEY IMPLICATIONS

6.1

There are no direct resource or value for money implications.

7.0

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS

7.1

The recommendations in this report do not contain any legal implications
however Local Committee could take decisions that could have future legal
implications.

8.0

CONCLUSION

8.1

This report is to note.

Angela Jones
Executive Director – Economy and Infrastructure
7 October 2021
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Appendix 1 – Road Layout changes for new Flood Gate at Tesco Supermarket.
Appendix 2 – Environment Agency Stage 3 Safety Audit
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1 Introduction

This report describes a Stage 3 Road Safety Audit carried out on modifications to the Tesco arm
of the A69 Warwick Road junction with Montgomery Way as part of a flood alleviation scheme.
The audit was carried out at the request of Stuart Smith of Mott MacDonald on behalf of the
Project Sponsor, the Environment Agency.
The audit took place at the Manchester office of Mott MacDonald and consisted of a detailed
examination of the submitted documentation and drawings listed in Appendix A.
It is confirmed that this is a Stage 3 Road Safety Audit and that the audit was undertaken upon
completion of the majority of the construction works.
The Road Safety Audit Team as approved by the Project Sponsor, consisted of:
Tim Blaney

BSc (Hons), CMILT, MCIHT, MSoRSA
(Certificate of Competency in Road Safety Audit, July 2012)
Audit Team Leader, Mott MacDonald

Rachael Collins

BA (Hons), MSc , MCIHT
(Certificate of Competency in Road Safety Audit, July 2016)
Audit Team Member, Mott MacDonald

The Road Safety Audit Team undertook a visit to the site on Wednesday 26th May 2021 at
16.30hrs. During this visit the weather was overcast, but immediately prior, there had been heavy
rain showers; as such, the road surface was wet. Traffic conditions were moderate and free
flowing. Some pedestrian activity was observed mainly towards the Tesco store, but no cycle
activity was observed.
A second visit to site during the hours of darkness was undertaken on the same day at 22:30 hrs
during which time the weather was rain showers and the road surface wet. Traffic flows were
light, and no pedestrian / cyclist activity was observed.
During the daytime site visit only, the Audit Team was accompanied by Sarah Steel and Kevin
Crawley of Cumbria County Council. Norman Black of Cumbria Constabulary was invited to
attend but was unable to do so.
This Road Safety Audit was carried out in accordance with Highways England’s Departmental
Standard GG119. The Road Safety Audit Team has examined and reported only on the road
safety implications of the scheme as presented and has not examined or verified the compliance
of the designs to any other criteria.
The comments and suggestions for road safety improvements made in this report seek to
address matters that might have an adverse effect on road safety in the context of the chosen
design. No attempt has been made to comment on the justification of the scheme.
Consequently, the auditors accept no responsibility for the design or construction of the
scheme.
All the issues raised in this report are considered to be required for action. The comments
contained in the report are based on safety related concerns and, as such, the design engineer
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will need to consider carefully how to respond to each of the issues. The Audit Response
Report should be completed by the Design Team and kept on file for future reference.
Two previous Combined Stage 1/2 Road Safety Audits (Doc ref: 287864/TPN/ITD/446/A and
287864/TPN/ITD/517/A) were undertaken in March 2019 and February 2020 respectively. The
first Combined Stage 1/2 was undertaken on an alternative scheme.
A Key Plan indicating the location of any identified safety related issues is provided in Appendix
B.
At the time of the site visit, elements of the 1.5m wide footway into the Tesco store were yet to
be completed and the handrail due to be installed along the ramped sections was not in situ. It
has been agreed that the Audit Team will be provided with photographs of the completed ramps
once the handrail has been installed.
Scheme Description
The scheme includes new flood embankments either side of the access to the Tesco
Superstore. A retractable flood gate can be closed across the Tesco access in times of flood.
The position of the new flood gates is across the location of a former uncontrolled pedestrian
crossing point. As such, pedestrians are now required to cross via the existing crossing points
at the signalised junction, and a new section of 1.5m wide pedestrian footway has been
installed over the eastern flood embankment via two pedestrian ramps with approximately 1:20
gradients. The footways on the western and eastern side of the Tesco access leading to the
former crossing point have been removed to encourage correct use of the new route.
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2 Items Raised at First Stage 1/2 Audit

This section describes road safety related issues identified by the Audit Team during the first
Stage 1/2 Road Safety Audit (Doc ref: 287864/TPN/ITD/446/A).

2.1

Problem 1.01

Location: Tesco access arm.
Summary: The layout is not standard and could be confusing to pedestrians who may believe
they have priority, potentially resulting in conflict.
Although it is proposed to re-install the existing layout, with zebra crossing type markings on the
entry arm and solid white lines with Keep Clear Markings on the exit arm, this is not to standard.
The layout is potentially misleading to pedestrians as they may believe it is a controlled crossing
for which they have priority. This could result in collisions between pedestrians and motorists.
Figure 2.1: Misleading layout.

Source: Mott MacDonald

Recommendation
It is recommended that the zebra crossing type stripes and the Keep Clear Box markings are
omitted from the scheme.
Comments made at this Stage 3 Road Safety Audit
This crossing has been removed; therefore, this issue is no longer considered applicable.
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3 Items Raised at Second Stage 1/2 Audit

This section describes road safety related issues identified by the Audit Team during the second
Stage 1/2 Road Safety Audit (Doc ref: 287864/TPN/ITD/517/A).
The Audit Team did not identify any road safety related issues associated with the scheme.
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4 Items Raised at this Stage 3 Audit

This section describes road safety related issues identified by the Audit Team during this Stage
3 Road Safety Audit.

4.1

Problem 3.01

Location: Tesco access arm.
Summary: Convoluted crossing arrangement increases pedestrians’ vulnerability to being struck
by passing vehicles.
In order to accommodate the new flood gates, a two-phase uncontrolled pedestrian crossing
point on the Tesco access road has been removed. Pedestrians are now required to cross the
carriageway via the existing facilities at the signalised junction. This route involves four uncontrolled crossing phases. There is concern that ambiguity relating to the direction from which
vehicles will approach on each arm combined with increased footfall due to the removal of the
alternative crossing point may lead to an increased risk of collisions involving crossing
pedestrians.
Figure 4.1: Four-phase uncontrolled crossing point.

Source: Mott MacDonald

Recommendation
It is recommended that appropriately positioned ‘Look left’ and ‘Look right’ carriageway text is
installed at each crossing point to highlight the direction of approaching traffic for crossing
pedestrians.
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4.2

Problem 3.02

Location: Tesco access arm.
Summary: Inappropriately positioned corduroy tactile paving may lead to conflicts between
pedestrians and cyclists.
There is existing corduroy tactile paving located on the eastern side of the Tesco access road
between the uncontrolled pedestrian crossing and the new 1.5m wide footway link. According
to the design drawings, the corduroy tactile paving should have been relocated to the east of
the new footway link indicating to users that the footway is not a cycle route. The current
position of the corduroy tactile paving may lead to cyclists attempting to use the 1.5m wide
footway increasing the risk of collisions with pedestrians. Alternatively, pedestrians joining the
footway from the Tesco footway link may be unaware of the likely presence of cyclists
increasing the risk of conflicts between the two user groups: this is of particular concern for
pedestrians with visibility impediments.
Figure 4.2: Inappropriately located corduroy tactile paving.

Source: Mott MacDonald

Recommendation
It is recommended that the corduroy tactile paving is correctly relocated to the eastern side of
the Tesco footway link.
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5 Audit Team Statement

We certify that this audit has been carried out in accordance with Highways England’s
Departmental Standard GG119.
Road Safety Audit Team Leader
T J Blaney BSc (Hons), CMILT, MCIHT, MSoRSA
(Certificate of Competency in Road Safety Audit, July 2012)
Signed:

Date: 22nd June 2021
Principal Road Safety Engineer
Mott MacDonald
10 Temple Back
Bristol
BS1 6FL
Road Safety Audit Team Member
R J Collins BA (Hons), MSc, MCIHT
(Certificate of Competency in Road Safety Audit, July 2016)
Signed:

Date: 22nd June 2021
Senior Road Safety Engineer
Mott MacDonald
9 Portland Street
Manchester
M1 3BE

Other Attendees:
–

Cumbria County Council

Kevin Crawley –

Cumbria County Council

Sarah Steel
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A. List of Drawings & Documents Examined
Table 5.1: Drawings
Drawing Number

Revision

Drawing Title

ENV0000495C-MMD-DZ-TR-DR-C-0213270

P01

General Location Plan

ENV0000495C-MMD-DZ-TR-DR-C-0213271

P01

Site Clearance

ENV0000495C-MMD-DZ-TR-DR-C-0213272

P01

Proposed Layout

ENV0000495C-MMD-DZ-TR-DR-C-0213273

P01

Embankment: Plan, Profile and Sections

ENV0000495C-MMD-DZ-TR-DR-C-0213274

P01

Carriageway: Plan, Profile and Sections

ENV0000495C-MMD-DZ-TR-DR-C-0213275

P01

Existing Utilities

ENV0000495C-MMD-DZ-TR-DR-C-0213279

P01.1

Construction Details

ENV0000495C-MMD-DZ-TR-DR-S-0213277

P01

Flood Gate and Ground Beam Details

Source: Mott MacDonald

Table 5.2: Documents
Document Number

Revision

Document Title

287864/TPN/ITD/446

A

Combined Stage 1/2 RSA (2019)

287864/TPN/ITD/517

A

Combined Stage 1/2 RSA (2020)

Source: Mott MacDonald
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B. Location Plan – Carlisle FRM Scheme – Tesco Entrance

Problem 3.01
Problem 3.02

Not to Scale
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